
Project Brief
Scape

The location of this project is located at Mt.Albert War Memorial Reserve. 
The reason I chose this location is because war memorial reserve is located 
next to a playground for kids which is a rocket park.  Moreover, there are 
many teenager which hang around after schools. My project is about mak-
ing a Skate-Arena and skate is one of popular sport in New Zealand.



- Research in Auckland at least 20% boys aged 12-17 are into the sport

- sixth most popular sport

- The skateboard arena could gives an interesting contour of landscape
(Better than flat basketball court & soccer field, also could endanger 
children in rocket park) 

This project aims a wider aspect of graphic design, photography, spatial 
and product design. graphic design aspect will depends on computers skills 
which mixed between design and photography, how the illustration on real 
site situation. Spatial aspect will include space design with the elements 
around it. The final project of this will be presented in scaled model, prod-
uct design aspect, which will be showed in gallery/exhibition space.

Artist Research

Ill-Studio



based in the Parisian neighborhood Duperré and was designed by French 
art-direction platform Ill-Studio and Paris-based fashion brand Pigalle. 
The design concept based on video games visual which allows the player in 
the court feel likes playing inside a game situation.



Frank Gehry is a Canadian-American architect known for postmod-
ern designs, including the Walt Disney Concert Hall and the Guggenheim 
Museum in Bilbao, Spain.

Gehry is known for his choice of unusual materials as well as his architec-
tural philosophy. His selection of materials such as corrugated metal lends 
some of Gehry’s designs an unfinished or even crude aesthetic. This consis-
tent aesthetic has made Gehry one of the most distinctive and easily recog-
nizable designers of the recent past. Critics of Gehry’s work have charged, 
however, that his designs are not thoughtful of contextual concerns and 
frequently do not make the best use of valuable urban space.



Zaha Hadid The architectural style of Hadid is not easily categorised, 
and she did not describe herself as a follower of any one style or school. 
Nonetheless, before she had built a single major building, she was catego-
rised by the Metropolitan Museum of Art as a major figure in architectural 
Deconstructivism. Her work was also described as an example of paramet-
ricism. An article profiling Hadid in the New Yorker magazine was titled 
“The Abstractionist”



Frank Llyod Wright His Prairie houses use themed, coordinated 
design elements (often based on plant forms) that are repeated in windows, 
carpets and other fittings. He made innovative use of new building materi-
als such as precast concrete blocks, glass bricks and zinc cames (instead of 
the traditional lead) for his leadlight windows, and he famously used Pyrex 
glass tubing as a major element in the Johnson Wax Headquarters. Wright 
was also one of the first architects to design and install custom-made elec-
tric light fittings, including some of the very first electric floor lamps, and 
his very early use of the then-novel spherical glass lampshade (a design 
previously not possible due to the physical restrictions of gas lighting).



For years, Christoph Niemann spent every Sunday conducting a 
drawing experiment. The artist, whose illustrations have appeared in doz-
ens of publications, including WIRED, would sit down with a blank piece 
of paper and a random, everyday object. He never knew what he was going 
to draw—only that his drawing would include whatever object was in front 
of him. And so he would turn pennies into scoops of ice cream. Or banan-
as into horse legs. Or highlighters into light sabers.tric light fittings, includ-
ing some of the very first electric floor lamps, and his very early use of the 
then-novel spherical glass lampshade (a design previously not possible due 
to the physical restrictions of gas lighting).



Lucas Levitan Who is he?
He an illustrator today, filmmaker last week, photographer last month and 
art director last year. A new cycle might start again soon.

A Brazilian multimedia artist based in London and Madrid. He search for 
inspiration in everyday life and turn ordinary objects and scenes into in-
triguing images that sometimes take shape as illustration, sculptures, in-
stallations, paintings or video-art. He sees the world with a little twist on 
reality. And by de-contextualising them, He change the way they are per-
ceived and engage the audience in a unexpected and playful way. He try to 
have fun, basically.



My first concept of prototype before the final

The model I did in studio with No scale size to give me an illustration



The Color concept firstly is because I match the color concept with rocket 
park. Secondly, the color style was influenced by III-Studio that designed a 
pigalle basketball court .  

The Concept design was following the elements around it such as the tri-
angular roof shape from war memorial hall which giving the sensation of 
skating above it. As in final concept I made the concept looks stronger by 
adding the slope similar to war memorial’s roof rather than my first concept.



The overpaint on photograph giving the idea how it will fit in real time sit-
uation.



This is the technical draft I did for the structure and mesaurement about 
this project. Software : AutoCad







Documentation of Model-Making (Maquette)

Material: Foam board, cardpaper



Installation of the scape project



Some people ask me about what 
inspire me to do this. My answer is  
simple. Firstly because when ever I 
walk or  travelling around auckland, 
I often saw many skater, even some 
my classmates do skateboard, so i 
did research about it and found out 
it is 6th most popular sport in New 
Zealand. Secondly, during this scape 
project, from my first understanding 
that scape is a word from landscape 
which is anything has to do with it. 
When I observe the area and the 
vast green grass caught mt attention. 
That is where I think I should have 
done something to it.
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